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WHEN FORGS GROW HAIR

Author: Pato Mena

Hardcover / 20 x 20 cm / 48 pages

ISBN: 978-84-16427-47-5

invented to say that something will never happen. Children of the world listen to them 
a lot through the mouths of their parents. This book is a journey through some of these 
expressions, the most curious, seasoned with a little touch of humor.

IBIC/THEMA: YBC

6 OCTUBRE 2021

Age
+4

When frogs grow hair, when pigs fly, when 
chickens have teeth... Languages are funny 
and playful. Proof of this is the variety of 
phrases that each country or culture has 

MAY 2022

A crazy picture book created by Pato Mena, Chilean author and illustrator whose children’s books 
have been translated into many languages and who in 2020 won the Marta Brunet National 
Prize for Children’s Literature in Chile. An author who always surprises us with his wit and humor.

Funny sayings 
from the world



WHAT MY EYES SEE

Text: Isabel G. Azcárate
Illustrations: Hittouch

Hardcover / 20 x 20 cm / 48 pages

ISBN: 978-84-16427-47-5

How distracted is grandfather bat! Thanks to the funny mistakes he makes, we are going 
to discover that animals see very different than us. Some see better at night than during 
the day, others see colors that even we cannot see, and some thers are as blind as a bat.

Based on scientific research, its foldout pages show us what how is the vision of different 
animals like the chameleon, the snake, the eagle, the cat, the cow, the mole ...

IBIC/THEMA: YBC

6 OCTUBRE 2021

Age
+4

Today, grandfather bat is going to pick up 
his granddaughter from school but, with 
his poor eyesight, it will be very difficult 
for him to find her. Will he succeed?

OCTOBER 2021
With
foldout pages



ÁFRICA: The mistery of the botle

Text: Ted Borg

Illustrations: Edurne Lacunza

Hardcover / 21 x 31 cm / 48 pages

ISBN: 978-84-16427-46-8

The Inuit woke up from her nap. Something strange 
was floating next to her kayak. It was a bottle with 
a carved name: Africa. As soon as she opened it, 
mysterious sounds came out from his interior like 
spirits fleeing to heaven. What mystery will this 
magic hide?

To find it out, the Inuit will undertake a long journey 
through Mother Earth. Join her on this adventure 
and you will discover the funniest sayings and  
proverbs of African tribes. Real ones!

IBIC/THEMA: YBC

Age
+6

SEPTEMBER 2021
Discover real 
African proverbs



PATH

Text: Beatriz Carilla Egido

Illustrations: Flor Kaneshiro

Hardcover / 15,5 x 24 cm / 60 pages

 ISBN: 978-84-16427-39-0

The Mau family are going hiking. Learn 
about the adventures of this adorable 
cat family through beautiful haikus, short 
poems of Japanese origin, which will help 
us feel a precise moment of their journey.

Follow the path with them, breathe the 
fresh air and enjoy nature and the little 
things in life.

IBIC/THEMA: YBC

NOVEMBER 2020

Age
+4

Selected for 
Cuatrogatos Prize



OCTOBER 2020

going which, despite being every day at the same time and in the same place, is 
always unique and surprising. 

A delicious and funny picture book by acclaimed author Pato Mena that will 
make the little ones laugh out loud.

Age
+4

The Ball Goes

Text & Illustrations: Pato Mena

Hardcover/ 22 x 22 cm / 72 pp.

ISBN: 978-84-16427-38-8

The game is very simple: the ball goes 
and the dogs run to get it back as fast 
as they can. The city vanishes and time 
stops while they dogs and their owners 
enjoy the moment, in this coming and 

IBIC/THEMA: YBC



APRIL 2019

that we are today, because tears have helped us to keep our eyes open to look at the 
world. With them, we communicate at birth, and also with them, we say goodbye to 
our beloved ones.

Tears have taught us to read the faces of the others and also to feel our own, 
because it remains hidden to us like the hidden face of the moon.

Age
+7

Tears

Text: Eva Manzano Plaza
Illustrations: Mo Gutiérrez Serna

Hardcover/ 20 x 30 cm / 68 pp.

ISBN: 978-84-16427-27-7

The fascinating story of those drops that live 
in our eyes. Do you know that without tears 
we would see worse? That we would surely 
live part of the day with our eyes closed? 
Crying has turned us into the human beings 

Mystical, scientific, 
jolly, poetic…



OCTOBER 2019

Aquarium

Author: Michel Casado

Format: Hardcover / 21,5 x 27,5 cm

Pages: 56

A book to play with. Two brothers are creating 
an aquarium, but it is their first time… and 
they have put the fish before the water! They 
need your help so that everything goes well. 
Interact with colorful little fishes: feed them, 
look at  them, play with them… and get ready 
for a final surprise!

An interactive book with amazing changes of 
perspective and full of details to discover. 

Age
+4

ISBN: 978-84-16427-28-4

www.pasteldeluna.com

IBIC/THEMA: YBC



OCTOBER 2018

A book with an original rounded shape that invites us to play to “put faces”. What 
face do you wear when you’re thoughtful? And newly awakened? Do you frown a 
lot when you get angry?

The main character of this funny book takes a tour along his facial expressions on 
a normal school day. Through them he is able to express many emotions. Will you 
be able to imitate all of their faces? If you can´t, I’m sure you´ll laugh trying, and you 
always have the option of making a bookface: replace your face with the book and 
make yourself an hilarious photo.

Age
+3

MY COLECTION OF FACES
Author: Antonio Ladrillo 
http://www.antonioladrillo.com/press/

Rounded Boardbook / 20 cm / 24 pp

ISBN: 978-84-16427-19-2



DECEMBER 2018

from other planets, they all live among us, and hopefully you will be able to observe 
them someday in nature, but... Attention! This book is also a game: in every category 
of animals, an imaginary or fictional animal is hidden between the real ones. An 
animal that does not exist and that you will have to unmask.

Age
+5

Stranger than fiction
A gamebook with incredible animals

Author: Hittouch (Héctor San Andrés)
http://www.hittouch.es

Paperback / 24,7 x 24,7 cm / 92 pp

ISBN: 978-84-16427-22-2

As you turn the pages of this original book, 
you will discover the strangest animals on 
earth. Although they may seem fake, aliens 

Julieta Lobo, the eminent zoodetective, will accompany you on this journey 
through the animal kingdom. She will teach you animal curiosities and will 
help you discover the animals invented in each category. Enjoy and learn!

An original gamebook to learn 
about animals



NOVEMBER 2018

A poetic journey through mythical and legendary Japan. Gods, folktale characters 
and living beings with hearts cross Kami’s path; who, with gestures of kindness, 
both simple and heroic, grows with each one of his adventures, and transmits wis-
dom to Ezo,  leaving us a lyric echo and a vibrant need to do things well.

Age
+7

Kami and the nine tails

Text: M. C. Arellano 
Illustrations: Zuzanna Celej

Hardcover/ 19 x 24 cm / 68 pp.

ISBN: 978-84-16427-23-9

While Ezo the squirrel learns to fly, meets 
a fascinating creature: Kami, a nine-tailed 
squirrel that will tell Ezo the nine stories that 
have led to the appearance of each tail.

A journey through mythical and 
legendary Japan



SEPTEMBER 2018 5th Edition

A story set in the North Pole that 
can’t be warmer

Cold Feet Malina
Text: David Fernández
Illustrations: Alicia Borges

Format: Hardcover / 24,5 x 24,5 cm

Pages: 36

Malina is a cold-natured Inuit girl, and that 
is a problem, because she lives in the North 
Pole.

A fishing day, she finds something that 
makes her want to leave her town in search 
of heat. But first, she has to prove that she 
is a wellgrown adult Inuit, free to leave her 
village. How? By passing the Test of the Igloo: 
she has to build an igloo without help.

Will she succeed?

Age
+4

Great success in Spain



APRIL 2018

Intrepids. The incredible travels
of 25 dauntless women
Text: Cristina Pujol
Illustrations: Rena Ortega

Format: Hardcover / 21 x 30 cm / 60 pp.

Publishing date: 04/04/2018

When someone met Junko Tabei, always looked 
at her with perplexity. Her size was really small. 
How could she be the first woman to reach the 
summit of Mount Everest? She laughed about 
that confusion. Junko explained that her size or 
her climbing technique were not the things that 
took her to the summit, but her determination, 
and that rises from the heart.

Intrepids rediscovers the incredible travels of 25 female explorers, some of them for-
gotten. Following her steps, we can learn how they overcame their fears to climb the 
highest mountains, to swing the world by feet or by bike, to travel through space, to fly 
beetwen continets, to cross deserts, or to dive into the greater dephts of the sea... All of 
them discovered an important leason: that the journey is the destination.

Amelia struggled with the controls of the plane whi-

wings had frozen and the engine released smoke, 

the plane was plummeting. The altimeter was 

broken and the storm didn’t let her see how far she 

for help, she was alone and couldn’t afford to get 

-

of the cabin. She breathed a sigh of relief, the trip 

was not being easy, but the adrenaline was her ally 

to go on.

After fourteen exhausting hours she saw the coast. 

Her heart jumped in her chest. She managed to cross 

the Atlantic alone, a dream that had led others to 

death. Amelia had shown that women could pilot 

airplanes. She landed in Ireland, although her goal 

was to land in Paris. When she got off the plane 

a shepherd approached with his sheep and asked 

her: «Do you come from afar?» She answered with 

satisfaction: «From America».

at age twenty-three, everything changed forever. 

That little cabin, where she could hardly move, 

taught her what freedom was. Crossing the ocean 

on his own plane was just one of Amelia’s dreams. 

could restraint her dreams?

the aviator Fred Noonan, who controlled navigation. 

They toured South America, Africa and Asia, always 

following the line of the equator. The whole world 

held his breath with each of her takeoffs and brea-

thed easy when heard on the radio that she was safe. 

-

ted that they were running out of fuel and the wea-

ther worsened. Some people think they managed to 

make an emergency landing in the nearby Marshall 

Islands and were captured by the Japanese. What 

across the atlantic

Lockhea� Electra
«Flying Laboratory»

· Enero 1935 - H�olulu to Oaklan�
· Abri� 1935 - Los Ángeles to  México City solo
 · Mayo 1935 - Méxic City to   Newark

· June 1928 - first  w�a� to fly acro� 

�e A�antic as pa�enger

· May 1932 - first  w�a� to fly solo 

acro� �e A�antic

· Agosto 1932 - First  w�a� to fly solo 

n�stop coast  to coast  �e US

Lockhea� 5b Vega
«Lie Re� Bus»

�e publisher an� editor,
George Putna
, wi� wh� she ma�ie�,

made her a star

32

33

´

«W�e�, like me�, sh�l� try to do �e impos-sible. An� whe� �ey fai�, �eir failure sh�l� be a cha�enge to o�ers»

She f�nde� �e 99s Club wi� 

98 o�er pilots to fight  for �e 

equality of w�e� aviators

“Women, like men, should try to do 
the impossible. And when they fail, 
their failure should be a challenge to 
others” 
Amelia Earhart

Age
+5

7th Edition
Great success in Spain

Rights Sold: Italian



SILVIA Y DAVID FERNÁNDEZ  
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Los artistas del Circo Galaxia 
arriesgan sus vidas a diario. 
Saltan del trapecio sin red, 

tragan fuego y espadas, vuelan 
disparados por cañones… Quizás por eso hablen 

tanto acerca de la muerte. 
¿Qué habrá después?

 ¿Cómo será el «más allá»?

www.pasteldeluna.com

En el Circo Galaxia hay tantas 
respuestas diferentes como 
aletas, antenas y hocicos…

NOVEMBER 2017

The Great Beyond
Text: Silvia & David Fernández
Illustrations: Mercè López

Format: Hardcover / 21 x 26 cm

Pages: 48

The artists of Galaxy Circus risks their lives 
every single day: they fly in the trapeze 
without a safe net, they swallow swords and 
fire, they are shot by cannons... Maybe for 
that reason they talk so much
about death. Is there an afterlife? 
How would it be? At Galaxy 
Circus there are many 
different points of view.

Age
+6

Selected for 
Cuatrogatos Prize

Rights Sold: English (USA), 
Spanish (USA), Danish, Dutch, 
German, Italian, Taiwan



OCTOBER 2017

Matrioskas
Author: Laura Miyashiro

Format: Hardcover /15 x 21 cm

Pages: 44

A funny colouring flip-book! The book is 
divided into 3 parts, so you can flip through 
different combinations to create endless 
Matrioskas from different urban tribes 
and cultures. Mix the outfit of a Flamenco 
Matrioska with the outfit of an Indian 
Matrioska. What would look like to mix a 
Heavy with an Inuit? 

You can also colour some of them, name them 
and create your own design. Come and play!

Age
+5

Create your own design!



MAY 2017

EXIT
Anuska Allepuz / Michel Casado / Louise Heugel 
Hittouch / Mercè López/ Rebeca Losada / Alberto Matsumura 
Roger Olmos / Miguel Pang / Celsius Pictor/ Sara Porras 
Cristian Robles / Carmen Segovia / Gina Thorstensen

Santiago Verdugo / Laura Wächter

Format: Hardcover / 21,5 x 29,5 cm

Pages: 44

Choose your character: open the book from one side 
and you’ll be ELA, the blue hair girl. Open the book 
from the other side and you ‘ll be FOG, the dog with 
scarf. They are long time lost and need your help des-
perately to come together. 

Up or down, left or right, find the way to the Exit of 
16 amazing labyrinths.

Age
+5

An artistic maze book! Explore worlds 
made by 16 brilliant illustrators.

Rights Sold: Chinese



MAY 2016

Dr. Podalirius Medical Compendium

Author: Hittouch

Format: Hardcover / 21 x 26 cm

Pages: 48

Podalirius is a diminute doctor. His medical 
office is on top of a blackthorn, where he 
sees all his patients: ants, spiders, beetles, 
butterflies,... 

He has been a good Doctor, but he is tired 
and something extraordinary has happened 
that make him want to retire from medicine. 
Worried by his legacy, he has been writing 
a medical compendium book with all of his 
cases. Now is the time to donate it to the fo-
rest. Will someone continue his legacy?

Age
+9

Rights Sold: Chinese



MAY 2015

Where is your cloud?
Text: David Fernández
Illustrations: Santiago Verdugo

Format: Hardcover / 24,5 x 24,5 cm

Pages: 36

Few people knows about the magic ability 
of making clouds with our own breath. 

This book will help us discover this innate 
talent: how we make our own clouds, who 
helps us to create them, how our clouds 
have fun and how to find them. At the end, 
we are sure you will desire to be a cloud 
detective to find your own clouds.

Age
+5



contacto@pasteldeluna.com
www.pasteldeluna.com

Our books are represented by www.book149.com
Contact Nadia Bettini at: nb@book149.com


